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Part No: Description: Price:No:

1 COM101 Front Wing - Alloy R/H - With Vents: BN4 - BJ8 £710.00

1 COM102 Front Wing - Alloy L/H - With Vents: BN4 - BJ8 £710.00

This is a pressed standard aluminium wing but with original competition style 
vents installed for increased air fl ow and improved engine cooling. Made by 
ourselves after years of investigation to secure best possible fi t for your car.

2 COM105 Front Wing - Alloy R/H - Flared Arches: BN4 - BJ8 £695.00

2 COM106 Front Wing - Alloy L/H - Flared Arches: BN4 - BJ8 £695.00

This is a pressed standard aluminium wing but with a fl ared wheel arch to 
allow the use of wider wheels. Made by ourselves after years of investigation to 
secure best possible fi t for your car.

3 COM110 Front Wing - Alloy R/H - Vents & Flared Arches: BN4 - BJ8 £736.50

3 COM111 Front Wing - Alloy L/H - Vents & Flared Arches: BN4 - BJ8 £736.50

This is a pressed standard aluminium wing but with a fl ared wheel arch to 
allow the use of wider wheels plus vents. Made by ourselves after years of 
investigation to secure best possible fi t for your car.

4 OBP107 Front Wing - Aluminium R/H: BN2 £675.00

4 OBP108 Front Wing - Aluminium L/H: BN2 £675.00

5 OBP111 Front Wing - Aluminium R/H: BN4 - BJ8 £565.00

5 OBP112 Front Wing - Aluminium L/H: BN4 - BJ8 £565.00

We have invested a great deal of time and money in improving these wings. We 
have remade all of the fi nishing jigs and fi xtures needed to fi nish our front and 
rear wing one piece pressings. 

This has been done with the assistance of several internationally renowned 
restorers who have helped us to arrive at a defi nitive shape for these panels. 
From now on you will be able to purchase the full range of replacement wings, 
safe in the knowledge that they will fi t as well as the O.E. panels.

6 COM115 Rear Wing - Alloy R/H - Small Flare: BN2 - BJ8 £559.00

6 COM116 Rear Wing - Alloy L/H - Small Flare: BN2 - BJ8 £559.00

This is a pressed standard aluminium wing but with a small fl ared wheel arch to 
allow the use of wider wheels. Made by ourselves after years of investigation to 
secure best possible fi t for your car.

7 COM120 Rear Wing - Alloy R/H - Large Flare: BN2 - BJ8 £589.00

7 COM121 Rear Wing - Alloy L/H - Large Flare: BN2 - BJ8 £589.00

This is a pressed standard aluminium wing but with a large fl ared wheel arch to 
allow the use of wider wheels. Made by ourselves after years of investigation to 
secure best possible fi t for your car.
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Part No: Description: Price:No:

8 OBP126 Rear Wing - Aluminium R/H: BN2 - BJ8 (One Piece Pressing) £498.00

8 OBP127 Rear Wing - Aluminium L/H: BN2 - BJ8 (One Piece Pressing) £498.00

We have invested a great deal of time and money in improving these wings. We 
have remade all of the fi nishing jigs and fi xtures needed to fi nish our front and 
rear wing one piece pressings.

This has been done with the assistance of several internationally renowned 
restorers who have helped us to arrive at a defi nitive shape for these panels. 
From now on you will be able to purchase the full range of replacement wings, 
safe in the knowledge that they will fi t as well as the O.E. panels.

9 COM113 Vents - Alloy - Front Wings - Outer Flange: BN1 - BJ8 £149.50

9 COM113S Vents - Steel - Front Wings - Outer Flange: BN1 - BJ8 £149.50

Fitted to the front wings these competition styled alloy vents help with air fl ow 
through the engine bay and also give your car that sleek and aggressive look. 
These vents have an outer fl ange to assist in fi tting and give your car that 
performance look.

10 COM114 Vents - Alloy - Front Wings - No Flange: BN1 - BJ8 £105.00

10 COM114S Vents - Steel - Front Wings - No Flange: BN1 - BJ8 £105.00

Fitted to the front wings these competition styled alloy vents help with air fl ow 
through the engine bay and also give your car that sleek and aggressive look.

11 OBP202 Door - Complete, Aluminium R/H: BN1 - BN2 £369.00

11 OBP203 Door - Complete, Aluminium L/H: BN1 - BN2 £369.00

11 OBP206 Door - Complete, Aluminium R/H: BN4 - BT7 £449.50

11 OBP207 Door - Complete, Aluminium L/H: BN4 - BT7 £449.50

11 OBP208 Door - Complete, Aluminium R/H: BJ8 £535.00

11 OBP209 Door - Complete, Aluminium L/H: BJ8 £519.50

Complete high quality aluminium doors give a considerable weight saving. Made 
from our new jigs these doors are a direct replacement.

12 OBP241 Bonnet - Aluminium: BN1 - BN2 £415.00

Manufactured from our new bonnet tooling, this part is of a higher quality fi nish 
than any other bonnet on the market.

13 OBP243 Bonnet Louvered - Aluminium: BN1 - BN2 £495.00

Manufactured from our new bonnet tooling, this part is of a higher quality fi nish 
than any other bonnet on the market. 

A direct replica of the louvered bonnet fi tted to all Le Mans Healey 100M’s with 
the correct shaped and spaced louvers. Designed to increase airfl ow in the 
engine bay to assist in cooling.

To be used with the leather bonnet strap (OBP244) or (OBP244P) and fi xing 
plates (OBP245)

14 OBP244 Strap Assembly - 100/4 (For OBP242 & OBP243): BN1 - BN2 £46.50

14 OBP244P Strap Assembly - 100/4 (Fleece Lined - High Quality): BN1 - BN2 £105.00

Brown Leather Bonnet Strap lined with wool to protect your paintwork. Hand 
made in the UK.
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Part No: Description: Price:No:

15 OBP245 Fixing Plates - Chrome (For Bonnet Strap): BN1 - BN2 £10.95

16 BON160 Leather Straps - Short (Pair): A/R £9.95

These leather straps are designed to make sure that bonnets and boot lids are 
securely fastened preventing unexpected and dangerous opening.

17 BON161 Leather Straps - Short (High Quality): A/R £47.50

Made from the same quality leather we use for the Healey 100 bonnet strap 
assembly, these bonnet and boot lid safety straps are of the highest quality.

They come complete with the shroud chrome plated fi tting plates and all the 
fi xings to secure them. Much more pleasing to the eye than the standard 
type straps.

18 OBP255 Bonnet Louvered - Aluminium: BN6 - BJ8 £525.00

Pressed in one piece from our new bonnet tooling for a higher quality fi nished 
part than a hand-wheeled item.

This is an exact replica of the louvered bonnet fi tted to most competition Austin 
Healey 100/6’s and 3000’s. Designed to increase airfl ow in the engine bay to 
assist with cooling.

19 OBP253 Bonnet Plain - Aluminium: BN6 - BJ8 £459.00

Pressed in one piece from our new bonnet tooling for a higher quality fi nished 
part than a hand wheeled item.

20 COM140 Boot Lid - Alloy - Works Type: BN4 - BJ8 £995.00

This aluminium boot lid is hand crafted by A.H. Panels to allow a spare wheel 
to be carried in the boot compartment when using a larger fuel tank. An exact 
replica of the original ones used on competition Healeys.

21 OBP151 Boot Lid - Aluminium: BN1 - BN2 £469.50

22 OBP156 Boot Lid - Aluminium: BN4 - BJ8 £495.00

Pressed in one piece from our boot lid tooling for a higher quality fi nished part 
than a hand-wheeled item.
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